Cliff Notes – The 2nd Wave

Source: VisionTimes.com

•

Markets declined last week on renewed fears of what a 2nd coronovirus wave portends.

•

Measures to contain the virus are gradually being eased in many developed economies.

•

May’s data suggested the worst of the contraction may be behind us, but we see a bumpy restart in
coming months. We are tracking the interplay of containment measures and mobility changes on
activity as economies have started to reopen.

•

The unprecedented policy response has boosted markets, leaving a potential second wave of
infections and policy implementation as key risks. U.S. Congress is headed for a fiscal cliff as jobless
benefits, state support and payroll protection measures are expiring soon.
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Weekly Index Returns & Commentary (ending 06.12.2020)
WEEK ENDING JUNE 12, 2020 (CUMULATIVE TOTAL RETURNS)
Equities1

Close

S&P 500

3,041

▼

-4.73%

▼

-5.0%

▲

7.8%

DJIA

25,606

▼

-5.51%

▼

-9.2%

▲

0.9%

NASDAQ

9,589

▼

-2.27%

▲

7.4%

▲

24.4%

Foreign Stocks

▼

-4.21%

▼

-11.8%

▼

-3.6%

Emerging Markets

▼

-1.52%

▼

-10.6%

▼

-1.0%

Week

YTD

Top Three S&P 500 Equity Sectors1

YTD

Information Technology

▲

9.0%

Consumer Discretionary

▲

3.7%

Communication Services

▼

-0.3%

Bottom Three S&P 500 Equity Sectors1

YTD

Energy

▼

-32.7%

Financials

▼

-22.0%

Industrials

▼

-14.9%

Bonds2

1-Year

Week

YTD

1-Year

Yield

10-Yr. Treasury 3

▲

1.57%

▲

10.2%

▲

13.0%

0.71%

US Bonds

▲

0.72%

▲

5.7%

▲

9.4%

1.30%

Global Bonds

▲

0.73%

▲

2.8%

▲

5.4%

0.99%

Munis 4

▲

0.56%

▲

1.8%

▲

4.5%

1.54%

Market Indicators5

As of

Fed Funds Target

0.25%

06/12/20

Inflation (Core CPI)

1.2%

05/31/20

Unemployment

13.3%

05/31/20

GDP

-5.0%

03/31/20
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Weekly Major Asset Class Commentary
Global Equities
Global investors were rattled by the fear of a second wave of COVID-19 and a bleak US
economic outlook from the Fed. States that started reopening earlier including
California, Texas, and Florida started seeing rising cases and hospitalizations. The Fed
forecasts a 6.5% contraction in US GDP in 2020, a 5% rebound in 2021 and 3.5%
growth in 2022.
Commodities
Despite the extension of the OPEC+ production cut agreement, oil prices lowered on
fears of over production and lower demand induced by a potential second wave of
COVID-19. WTI and Brent crude prices both plunged to $36.26 per barrel (bbl) and
$38.73 per bbl, respectively.
Bonds
Sovereign yields fell as market sentiment turned risk-off. In the US, Federal Reserve
(Fed) commentary suggested that interest rates will remain flat at the effective lower
bound through 2022, leading the 2-Year Treasury yield to decline 2 basis points (bps)
to 0.19%. Additional negative economic estimates, including a year-end headline
unemployment rate of 9.3%, drove the 10-Year Treasury yield to fall 20bps to 0.70%.
FX
The Japanese yen rallied last week, rising 1.98% against the US dollar following a
stronger-than-expected Japanese Q1 GDP print and a dovish tone adopted by the
Fed. The US Dollar Index rose 0.2% against a basket of peers.
(Source: GS Weekly).
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Market Commentary
The stock market is experiencing renewed uncertainty only days after it recovered its year-to-date losses.
Many investors are justifiably concerned about the pace at which the market recovered and the ongoing
COVID-19 crisis around the world. There are also mixed feelings about the Fed's continuing stimulus and
what it means for the speed of the economic recovery. After several topsy-turvy months, it's important for
investors to see past short-term market movements and focus on the longer-term trends as the economy
reopens.
Specifically, the stock market has now seen 10 large pullbacks over the course of the year, measured based
on the number of 5% declines an average investor might experience. This is on par with 2011 which was an
exceptionally volatile year due to the downgrade of the U.S. debt and problems in the Eurozone. The fact
that these declines occurred in such a short period of time, only to be followed by a swift recovery, has left
some investors unsure about what to do next.
However, it's also important for investors to remember that periods of volatility are normal, especially when
economic trends are uncertain. In 2018, for instance, many investors expected an imminent recession. That
led to nearly just as many market pullbacks in the latter part of that year. When this didn't pan out, the
market staged a significant recovery over the next twelve months. This isn't to say that markets only go up or
that they always recovery quickly. Instead, it's a reminder that over-reacting to short-term market
performance is often at the expense of long-term gains.
One reason for recent market concern is that the Fed released its summary of economic projections for the
first time since last December. It highlighted that the Fed does not expect to raise rates through 2022. This is
the case despite their projections showing a one-time dip in GDP growth of -6.5% for 2020, which then is
expected to rebound by 5% and 3.5% in 2021 and 2022, respectively. It also expects unemployment to fall to
9.3% by year end and then slowly recover to 5.5% by 2022. Inflation is not expected to reach 2% in the near
future.
Although the Fed's economic forecasts are nowhere near infallible, they do provide a glimpse into how
policymakers view the current situation. Although the direct impact of the economic shutdown is expected
to be relatively short-lived, their effect on employment and inflation may persist for years. In any situation,
the Fed expects that it will maintain its supportive monetary policies well into the future. This includes not
just low interest rates but also its expanding balance sheet which has now ballooned past $7.2 trillion.
This has resulted in mixed feelings and cognitive dissonance for investors. On the one hand, lower rates for
longer are often cheered since they tend to boost asset prices and valuation levels. On the other hand, not
only are investors naturally concerned that the Fed is "artificially" propping up the stock market, but low
rates suggest a poor prognosis for the economy. In the meantime, it's widely understood that the Fed's
recent actions are an attempt to keep the financial system functioning smoothly and to keep the economy on
life support.
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As a result, the large bouts of market volatility in March and last week have often been in reaction to Fed
decisions and guidance. In March, markets hit a rough patch when the Fed made two emergency rate cuts to
zero percent. And although the initial market reaction to the Fed's announcement last week was positive, it
quickly called into question why the Fed would need to maintain low rates for so long.
Rather than react to every Fed decision and tick in the stock market, investors should instead focus on the
longer-term economic trends. After all, this is what drives the Fed's decision-making and is the foundation of
stock returns over the long run. Right now, the data suggest that growth can recover as businesses and cities
reopen, even if it may take some time. As long as good companies don't go bust because of forced
shutdowns and bad companies don't create ripple effects across credit markets, it's likely that commercial
and industrial activity can begin to recover over the next several quarters. Right or wrong, this is why the
market rebounded so quickly in April and May, and what many investors and economists continue to hope
for.
Although the recovery would be much smoother with viable treatments or a vaccine, it can occur without
them. Sensible public health policy, social distancing, and targeted shutdowns are some of the tools that can
be used to combat COVID-19 while keeping the economy functioning. However, the added uncertainty and
global spread of the virus means that markets may continue to be volatile. As always, this suggests that
investors should stay calm but also remain diversified in order to navigate the months to come.
Below are three charts that help to put recent market volatility and Fed guidance in perspective.
1. Investors have experienced many stock market pullbacks this year
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The number of stock market pullbacks now ties the number experienced in 2011 at the onset of the
economic recovery. This is measured based on what an average investor experiences if they check the
market occasionally. It's not unusual for the average year to see several pullbacks. For instance, although
there have been 10 pullbacks of 5% or worse this year, there were almost just as many in 2018. It's important
to keep this in perspective in order to stay invested for the long run.
2. The Fed expects to keep rates near zero for years

The Fed's latest summary of economic projections suggests that it expects to keep interest rates near zero
through at least the end of 2022. While the Fed's projections don't always pan out, this suggests that the Fed
prefers to err on the side of caution as the economy gets back on track.
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3. The Fed continues to expand its balance sheet to historic levels
Federal Reserve Balance Sheet
Find this chart under "Global Central Banks"

Additionally, the Fed has put its money where its mouth is by continuing to expand its balance sheet. Asset
purchases have caused the Fed's balance sheet to balloon from $4 trillion to over $7.2 trillion in just a matter
of months. The Fed's goal is to ensure that the financial system continues to function smoothly despite
recent economic disruptions.
The bottom line? Although markets are experiencing volatility and the economic recovery may be rocky,
investors should remain disciplined and focus on their long-term financial goals.

This newsletter has information believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed to be true and accurate. The information contained within is for general
information only and should not be considered a recommendation of any particular product or service. All investments have the potential for profit or loss.
No chart or graph or presentation should be the sole basis for consideration of an investment. Investment advisory services offered through Consilium Wealth
Advisory, LLC a Registered Investment Advisor in the state of Texas, California, Florida, Louisiana and Oregon.
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